Afghanistan Ubuntu Loco Team
Members Meeting

Code: AULT_003
Date: 10/02/2011 Thursday
Start-Time: 11:00 am
End-Time: 12:00 am
Place: ITCH-Meeting room
Attendants: Sadeq Zabihi, Mahjuba Jamiulahhmady, Hasen Islamy, Sayeda Nazary, Hamid Raza
Zarsazan, Lalah Azar, Ali Ahmad Faqiry, Waheeda Hamkar and Anita Afzali.
The meeting was started by Sadeq Zabihi team leader of AULT. he said about the previous problem and
had an overview about all the members’ responsibilities and their tasks that they have done since last
meeting.
Sayeda and Waheeda report about localization team where they had some advertising around the
Internet and in other faculty in Herat University for gathering those who are interesting to localize
Ubuntu for non technical peoples.
They have 12 persons that are going to help localization team they also said that they had tow meeting
with them the first meeting was on January 12 of 2011 that they made the members familiar with the
program that they must translate the packages with that and their second meeting was about twenty day
later of the first meeting and they are translating the most necessary packages first of all.
Then the chance was given to the educational team, Lalah said that its nearly two months that they
started some educational classes for faculty student with six teachers they also named some problems
which they faced with that in the past days are no class for teaching, the next and important problem
was that most of people are not familiar with Linux family there is the biggest problem that purports
others to learn Ubuntu.
The customization team had a survey all around the faculty and asked every faculty’s member for their
necessary and usable softwares and made package repository for them so the first draft had some

problem and they solved the problem and released the second repository, these all were done on
Maverick Meerkat.
IRC channels and forums was the next discussion during this meeting there were some problems that
the IRC channels and forums were not activated so after some days these problems were solved by
Ubuntu community and now both IRC channels and forums are ready to use.
After all these the social network team said that they are introducing Ubuntu and its facility around the
Internet and inform all peoples for the latest and newest news of Ubuntu.

